
PROPERTY

27-29 Dawnhaven Drive

Superior Coastal Living and Paradise

Te AtatuVIEW



Highlight
Elegant construction in a splendid location and with 
astonishing views across the harbour. Proximate to 
the serene walkway, reserve and local park.

DAWNHAVEN DRIVE

Price by Negotiation

27-29

SALE



Loosen yourself in a quality and living home. Entering into a splendid 
interior design where the living areas creates a comfortable and 
enjoyable atmosphere for you to spend time. The kitchen seamlessly 
integrated into the rest of the living space, creating a welcoming and 
inclusive atmosphere. Upper level with all bedrooms where they have 
high stud ceilings and extensive area. Top the line chattels, structural 
materials, Pink Batts insulation and many more are additions to this 
quality home.  
 
Different units to cater to your preference: 
 
* 3 Bedrooms and 2 Bathrooms (including 1 ensuite) plus 1 separate 
toilet downstairs. 
* 3 Bedrooms and 2 Bathrooms (including 1 bathroom downstairs). 
* 2 Bedrooms and 1 Bathroom plus 1 separate toilet downstairs. 
* 2 Bedrooms and 2 Bathrooms plus 1 separate toilet downstairs.
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OPEN
HOME
Call the listing agent for more information
VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT

021 776 615
JACK WUERIC WU

021 586 868
eric.wu@harcourts.co.nz jack.wu@harcourts.co.nz

REASON TO BUY A NEW HOME
1. New builds may increase in value during the build time, giving you an instant equity gain 

on settlement.

2. You can secure a Brand new property today with just a 10% deposit.

3. The age-old kiwi dream of buying a ‘doer upper’ is no longer as attractive as buying a 
brand new home.

4. Brand new properties require much less maintenance work compared with older existing 
homes.

5. The current building code places a greater emphasis on the quality of new builds to 
ensure they are warm, dry and healthy.

6. If you are looking to invest in property, new builds are very attractive to tenants.

7. Invest in New builds only have 5 years Brightline test compare with 10 years for old house.

8. The interest of new builds bank loan can be offset the rental income 100% for 20 years.



This marketing material has been prepared solely for information purposes in order to assist interested 
parties in making an initial evaluation of the property and does not constitute advice or representations 
nor purport to contain all of the information that a prospective purchaser may require. Every precaution 
has been taken to establish the accuracy at the time of development; however, no responsibility 
will be taken for any errors and omissions. Floor plans are indicative only and not drawn to scale. All 
plans, images and artist impressions of exteriors and interiors are intended as a guide only. In all cases 
interested parties must conduct their own investigation and analysis of the property and the data set 
out in this document to satisfy themselves in all respects and not fully rely on the information provided 
in this marketing material to make their purchasing decision.




